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FEATURE Evolution of the Retail Tech Space: 
5 TRENDS TO BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR

CONSUMERS WILL CONTINUE TO LEAN ON BUY NOW, PAY LATER OPTIONS
Installment options may not be a new phenomenon, but the payments space saw widespread adoption 
last year. BNPL allows consumers to pay for an item in smaller amounts within a certain timeframe, 
often interest-free. Its momentum will likely continue well into 2022.

BNPL’s offerings can be quite attractive, especially to young consumers 
who may not have the funds to pay for big-ticket items upfront. 
About 18%, or one in five, consumers turned to BNPL for their 
holiday shopping, according to a survey from NerdWallet. 
Of the respondents who’ve used BNPL during the holidays, 
36% are millennials, 22% are Gen Z, 18% are Gen X and 
3% are baby boomers.

Retailers of all sizes have adopted the service in response 
to growing demand. 

Amazon, in August, partnered with BNPL provider Affirm. 
Target announced in October that it is adding installment 
payment options through Affirm and Sezzle. Even merchants 
at Wix can offer shoppers Klarna’s Pay in 4 and Pay in 
3 options at checkout.

In its latest attempt to expand globally, Klarna debuted a browser extension in December that lets consumers use its services with all online 
retailers regardless of whether they’re affiliated with the fintech firm or not.

If inflation persists, consumers may have even more reason to use BNPL services. The consumer price index, a barometer for the cost of 
consumer goods, increased 7% over the last year — the highest 12-month uptick since June 1982, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics.

SOCIAL COMMERCE WILL PLAY A CRUCIAL ROLE IN CONSUMERS’ PURCHASING JOURNEYS
When Adam Mosseri, the head of Instagram, announced that e-commerce was going to be one of four key areas the app is pivoting to, it 
was somewhat of an anecdote for what was happening to social media platforms as a whole. 

Social media sites accelerated efforts to allow consumers to purchase products without leaving the platform. Instagram did just that by 
introducing Shops on Instagram in May. Pinterest and Snapchat, on the other hand, have been investing in augmented reality tools and 
beefing up brand partnerships.  

These platforms have good reason to invest in shopping capabilities. Slightly over half (51%) of consumers surveyed by NPD said content 
shown on their Facebook and Instagram feed influenced them to make a purchase, according to a June report. In a list of platforms where 
shoppers discover and learn about items, Facebook (41%), Instagram (35%) and Pinterest (21%) ranked on top.

The social commerce space has plenty of room to grow. The industry’s scale in China is a reflection of what social commerce in the U.S. 
could be. Social commerce sales in the U.S. are just about one-tenth the size of China’s $351.65 billion industry in 2021, according to data 
from eMarketer.

by Maria Monteros
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BRANDS WILL NORMALIZE THE USE OF AUGMENTED REALITY
When product samples were taken off shelves and fewer people 
went to stores, retailers had to figure out a way to get people to try 
and discover their products. For many, augmented reality became 
the solution.

A lot of earlier AR initiatives revolved around the beauty space. 
Brands have increasingly formed partnerships with try-on tech 
firms such as Perfect Corp and Modiface or platforms with AR 
capabilities like Snapchat and Pinterest.

While AR or AI have grown more popular in recent years, 
consumers have been slow to adopt the technology into their 
shopping habits. In 2020, just 20.1% of consumers said they’ve 
used AR or VR to test makeup, according to data from 
Euromonitor.

But with the number of brands launching AR tools and 
experiences, consumer adoption may soon catch up. Late last year, 
Snapchat teamed up with six companies in various industries, 
including retailers like Walmart and Hollister, to create virtual 
stores in the app during Black Friday. Brands like Fendi, Dior and 
American Eagle also ran AR shopping lenses on Snapchat around 
the same time.

LIVESTREAMING WILL LIVE UP TO ITS POTENTIAL
Though the idea of showcasing a product’s qualities in front of a 
camera is nothing new, livestream shopping saw what some might 
consider a revival in 2021. Coresight Research estimates that the 
livestreaming market would reach $6 billion in 2021, and in 2023, it 
could reach $25 billion.

Social commerce and livestreaming are somewhat tied together.
Retailers and social media platforms have partnered on multiple 
occasions to launch shoppable livestream shows. Walmart has 

enlisted popular influencers to host livestreams on TikTok multiple 
times. Similarly, Facebook teamed up with Anne Klein to launch 
the platform’s live shopping feature and Petco for a live shoppable 
fashion show for pets.

And like social commerce, livestreaming is already a multibillion-
dollar industry in China. There, the market was estimated to be 
worth $305 billion in 2021, according to KPMG and research firm 
AliResearch cited by Coresight.

RETAILERS WILL BE PRESSURED TO DELIVER GOODS FASTER
Retailers this past year have been exploring faster ways to deliver 
goods to consumers’ doorsteps. 

Walmart has teamed up with automotive company Ford and 
startup Cruise for self-driving deliveries as well as investing in 
drone services for deliveries. Target, on the other hand, has been 
testing faster shipping methods and has even added new features 
to its same-day services to make shopping trips run smoother and 
speedier.

Industry giants have set customers’ expectations high, which might 
push other retailers to keep up in the coming months. Already, 
Chico’s FAS and The Home Depot have become clients of Walmart’s 
white-label delivery service, dubbed Walmart GoLocal. The service 
allows retail clients to use Walmart’s fulfillment capabilities, 
including delivering orders to customers in as quickly as two hours.

The demand for speedy delivery has also presented an opportunity 
for non-retailers like ride-hailing company Uber to diversify their 
sources of revenue. Uber has worked with retailers like Hims & 
Hers, Bed Bath & Beyond and Costco to deliver goods.

Published January 20th, 2022 for Retail Dive. Click here for the full article. 
https://www.retaildive.com/news/5-tech-trends-to-watch-in-2022/617313/
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IT’S THE END OF LIBOR, MAKING WAY FOR SOFR!
 LIBOR (London Interbank Offered Rate) the financial index that has 
been backing over $200 trillion of financial contracts worldwide for 
the past 50+ years, will no longer be used for new financial contracts 
beginning this year. 
 LIBOR has been the industry standard for most adjustable-rate 
mortgages, asset-backed securities, municipal bonds, credit default 
swaps, private student loans and many other forms of debt and derivatives 
instruments until banking regulations were implemented after the great 
financial crisis of 2008, which resulted in a significant reduction in the 
amount of interbank borrowing. So began the need to find a replacement 
for LIBOR in the United States and across the global financial markets. 
 Several large banks, at the direction of the Federal Reserve, began 

discussing options for a replacement rate for US Dollar LIBOR. In 2017, 
the Alternative Reference Rates Committee (ARRC) came up with the 
the Secured Overnight Financing Rate or SOFR. THE SOFR is based on 
transactions in the Treasury Repurchase Market (aka ‘repo’), where 
investors offer banks overnight loans backed by their U.S. Treasury bond 
assets. 
 The New York Federal Reserve gathers the trading data and publishes 
the SOFR for the previous day. SOFR is very difficult to manipulate due to 
the large daily trading volume that is tracked by the New York Fed. 
 New financial transactions will no longer be originated using LIBOR 
after June 2023 and will instead be priced over SOFR at that time.

https://www.retaildive.com/news/5-tech-trends-to-watch-in-2022/617313/
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FRANCE 44LOVE YOUR MELON URBAN SKILLET

4One of the latest restaurants to come to 
Richfield, PROTAGONIST KITCHEN AND BAR opened 
in the former Houlihan’s at 66th and Lyndale. 

4Win Brands Group has announced it is 
purchasing Minnesota LOVE YOUR MELON, 
formed by students at the University of St. 
Thomas a decade ago and known for giving 
profits to cancer research.

4Halal burger shop coming to Uptown called 
URBAN SKILLET which will serve halal style. No 
pork, but beef bacon will top the burgers and 
beefy pepperoni will smother the pizza fries. 

460 year old FRANCE 44, wine and gourmet store 
is undergoing a major expansion with new 
event and classroom spaces, a demonstration 
kitchen, 1,120 square foot rooftop patio, and 
herb garden this summer.

4PIZZA SHARK, who took over the former D’Amico 
& Sons location in Uptown, will open its 
second location in St. Anthony in March. 

4STARBUCKS plans demolition of traffic-snarling 
drive-thru on Snelling and trading it for a 

 patio area.

4The fitness sector continues to jump back into 
expansion mode. STRETCH ZONE recently opened 
its first location in Eden Prairie, as did STRETCH 
LAB with another location in Edina. 

4SIERRA will be taking 18,000 square feet of space 
in Maple Grove. 

4TARGET continues beauty section makeovers.

4PORT CONGESTION still continues; 40 ships 
waiting to dock in LA. Import growth is 
expected to moderate during the first half of 
2022 giving the nation’s congested container 
ports a much-needed break. 

4The MALL OF AMERICA added its 17th new 
tenant since the beginning of the year. Most 
visible among the new attractions is likely to 
be CLIMBZONE, a family entertainment center 
from New Zealand whose climbing walls are 
art pieces. Other retailers include: BLUE NILE, 
EBISU, KURA SUSHI, NECTAR BATH TREATS, OFFLINE 
BY AERIE, and mattress maker PURPLE.

4Look for a  new 137,200 square foot 
SCHNEIDERMANS FURNITURE store is coming to 
Coon Rapids on Riverdale Boulevard soon. 

4ENCHANTED BOUTIQUE will be coming to 
Maplewood taking 12,000 square feet of space. 

4Check out CAP LOCAL IMPORTS STORE coming to 
Eden Prairie. There is one location in Shakopee. 

4Look for another COMPASS real estate location at 
50th and France. 

4Pizza chain, LITTLE CAESARS plots store growth 
across the country and market in 2022.

4KOHL’S faces renewed pressure to sell itself as 
new bidders emerge.

IN THE
NEWS Minnesota Marketplace

                   – continued on page 4

by Jesseka Doherty, 
MID-AMERICA REAL 

ESTATE – MINNESOTA, LLC

by Lisa Diehl, 
DIEHL AND PARTNERS, LLC

“No matter 
how long the 
winter, spring 

is sure 
to follow.”

ENGLISH PROVERB

mailto:Lisa.diehl@closethediehl.com
mailto:jdoherty@midamericagrp.com
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4BUFF CITY SOAP opening first Minnesota location in Forest Lake.

4DU NORD CRAFT SPIRITS adding sites in South Minneapolis, and 
Upper Harbor Terminal.

457 year old audio and video store, STEREROLAND, is expanding to 
Eden Prairie. They currently have a location in Bloomington on 
Ensign Avenue. 

4CHIPOTLE continues to grow its footprint in Minnesota, featuring 
the latest Pick-Up Window trend – the Chipotlane, with a 2,300 
square foot freestanding new location coming on the north end 
of Blaine this spring/early summer.

4NOA reopens in long-vacant restaurant space in Minneapolis’ 
 IDS Center.

4TRATTORIA MUCCI closing in Minneapolis.

4MADEWELL and INTERIOR DEFINE opening stores at Edina’s Galleria.

4SEVEN STEAKHOUSE AND SUSHI co-owner says it’s closing its 
Hennepin Avenue location temporarily.

4Local investors and Illinois developer buy a portion of 
BURNSVILLE CENTER for $10.6 million consisting of 125,000 square 
feet.

4Nova Restaurant Group opening fourth HAZELWOOD FOOD & DRINK 
in Woodbury.

4The owners of CAFE ASTORIA are planning a modern Filipino 
restaurant in the former Augustine’s space in St. Paul this spring.

4EL GUANACO BAKERY & CAFÉ recently opened on Lake Street in 
Minneapolis with their third location. Other locations are in St. 
Paul and Bloomington.

4Residents of Bloomington can now enjoy their first craft beer 
brewery, called NINE MILE BREWING, which opened last month in a 
10,500 square foot space. 

4ARIA EVENT SPACE has sold to a church and has stopped accepting 
future bookings.

CONTINUED:  Minnesota Marketplace

by Donovan Hurd, 
FAEGRE DRINKER BIDDLE 

& REATH LLP 
MSCA LOBBYIST

LEGISLATIVE 2022 MSCA Legislative Agenda  

The Minnesota Legislature convened the 2022 session January 31st.  Typically, the legislature focuses on a 
capital investment bill and limited policy issues in the even year of the biennium.   However, with a projected 
$7.75 billon state surplus and a significant infusion of federal funds via the CARES Act, American Rescue Plan 
Act, and Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act, there will be significant focus on a supplemental budget and 
tax relief as well.

Governor Walz has proposed a $2.7 billion bonding bill focusing on the state’s roads, bridges, wastewater, and 
other infrastructure.  He has also proposed using $7.6 billion of the projected surplus to address health care, 
public safety, climate change, housing, economic development, education, and child care and social services.  
Two key pieces of Governor Walz’s supplemental budget are rebate checks to Minnesotans and create a Paid 
Family and Medical Leave program.

Leaders in the House and Senate outlined their session priorities.  House DFL leaders stated priorities include 
frontline worker relief, accessible and affordable housing, broadband, and economic support to working 
Minnesotans.  The Senate GOP’s stated priorities include public safety and cracking down on crime, education 
reform, and significant individual tax relief. 

The legislature and Governor are working to pass legislation replenishing the UI Trust Fund prior to the March 
15th deadline to avoid employer tax increases.  Gov. Walz has proposed using $2.73 billion to payoff the debt 
and reestablish the reserve.  The House and Senate both held hearings on a number of proposals to address the 
fund deficit.  
 

mailto:donovan.hurd@faegredrinker.com
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MOLLY KING.........................JLL

JULIE MCNALLY....................UNITED PROPERTIES

ANGIE OPSTAD ....................SHERMAN ASSOCIATES, INC.

BOB JANSSEN ......................KRAUS-ANDERSON COMPANIES

DOUGLAS JAEGER ................KRAUS-ANDERSON COMPANIES

TOM ROONEY .......................ADVANCED DRAINAGE SYSTEMS (ADS)

JILLIAN KALLOGERSON ........KALCON LLC

LEE KRUEGER ......................KRUEGER REAL ESTATE ADVISORS, LLC

CONGRATULATIONS TO HOLLY ROME AND TED GONSIOR 
FOR BEING NAMED TOP RETAIL ACHIEVERS BY JLL

WELCOME 
NEW MEMBERS

MEMBER
NEWS

REGISTER FOR THESE 2022 EVENTS WITH 
JUST A CLICK ON THE EVENT! 

WWW.MSCA-ONLINE.COM/EVENTS/CALENDAR/DATE/2022-03

EVENT VENUE DATE

SHOPPING CENTERS OF  Double Tree  3/02/22
TODAY AND TOMORROW Park Place 

THIRD THURSDAY Bell Bank 3/10/22  
sponsored by Bell Bank City Center

PHILANTHROPIC VOLUNTEER Open Arms of  3/24/22
EVENT  Minnesota 
Open Arms of Minnesota                        

If you currently use a broker or other 
carrier for your insurance, it is time to 
give me a call. They do not have access 
to our product and rates. The properties I 
insure include rental condo units, multi-
million dollar buildings and everything 
in between. We are a lot more than just a 
home and auto carrier!

Within American Family Insurance I 
am one of the top commercial writing 
agents in Minnesota. Experience counts.  
This will give you the confidence in 
knowing the coverage and rate I get you 
will be the best we have. Commercial 
insurance is not a one size fits all.

(952) 224-2992
fcholes@amfam.com
www.fostcholes.com

American Family Mutual Insurance 
Company, S.I. and Its Operating 
Companies, 600 American Parkway, 
Madison WI 53783 CA-4116 ©2020

Fost Choles Agency Inc. Give me a call at (952) 224-2992

Committed to giving you 
the best insurance 
package possible.

I help you make educated coverage decisions tied to your risk profile.

 

Call Us Today For Spring Es�mates� �95�� 49����5� 
Spring Parking Lot Sweeping • Pothole Patching • Catch Basin Repair 

Emergency Sidewalk Repairs • Pavement Marking 

4370 Valley Industrial Blvd. S.   Shakopee, MN 55379   mnroadways.com 

THE WAIT FOR 5G IS ALMOST OVER!
Verizon, T-Mobile and AT&T have been in a race to roll out 5G. Each 
company is boasting their coverage reaches thousands of people 
across the country. The rollout is not as easy as flipping a switch. 
Carriers need to upgrade their towers and systems. People need to 
upgrade their devices.
 
Once the outdoor networks have become saturated, look for carriers 
to turn their attention to indoor networks. Many expect 5G as a 
standard amenity in office buildings to be at least a few years away. 
The industry in general has a good perspective that 5G has to be a 
part of new office developments.

https://www.msca-online.com/events/calendar/date/2022-03
https://www.mnroadways.com/
https://www.amfam.com/agents/minnesota/bloomington/Fost-Choles?tid=agtlocatorwebsite
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THANK YOU TO OUR MSCA 2022 CORPORATE SPONSORS

Fost Choles Agency Inc.

https://www.amfam.com/agents/minnesota/bloomington/Fost-Choles?tid=agtlocatorwebsite
https://www.alliedblacktopmn.com/
https://www.aspenwaste.com/
https://www.bgs.com/
https://bell.bank/
https://braunintertec.com/
https://www.bremer.com/
https://www.cbre.us/people-and-offices/corporate-offices/minneapolis-st-paul
https://www.csmcorp.net/
https://cleanresponse.com/
http://mnretailspace.com/
https://www.cuttingedgepm.com/
https://www.dorsey.com/locations/minneapolis
https://www.faegredrinker.com/en
https://www.fendlerpatterson.com/
https://flynncompanies.com/
https://gardner-builders.com/
https://www.greatsouthernbank.com/
https://hjdevelopment.com/
https://www.huntington.com/Commercial
https://www.interstatepm.com/
https://www.johnsonfinancialgroup.com/personal/
https://www.kimley-horn.com/
https://www.krausanderson.com/
https://www.larkinhoffman.com/
http://launchproperties.com/
https://www.mandinecgroup.com/
http://maplecrestlandscape.com/
https://www.midamericagrp.com/
https://www.midwestmaint.com/
https://oppidan.com/
https://rxlandscape.com/
https://www.qtcommercial.com/
https://www.rmasvc.com/
http://rptrealty.com/home
https://rsmus.com/
https://www.republicservices.com/customer-support/facilities?utm_source=yext.com&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=Yext_Profile_Click_Google&utm_term=U70T
https://www.ridgedalecenter.com/en.html
https://www.rochoncorp.com/
https://www.ryancompanies.com/
https://www.smithgendler.com/
https://corporate.target.com/
https://www.trautzproperties.com/
https://westwoodps.com/
https://www.wingsfinancial.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/gausman-&-moore-associates-inc



